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Send your talks for Akademy 2020 *now* [2]

The Call for Participation is still open for two weeks more, but please make us a favour and
send yours *now*.
This way we don't have to panic thinking if we are going to need to go chasing people or not,
or if we're going to have too few or too many proposals.
Also if you ask the talks committee for review, we can review your talk early, give you
feedback and improve it, so it's a win-win.

Status report: Community Bonding [3]

I?m checking in today to let you know what I did in my GSoC project these past weeks. This
Community Bonding period was really wonderful; although I?ve been more or less involved
with the project since 2016, I?ve acquainted myself with the efforts of each of the members,
and so far it?s been a wonderful experience.
During these past weeks, I?ve been preparing for the coding period by talking with Boudewijn
and Wolthera about the particulars of Krita?s file format and build system. The objectives for
the past two meetings were:

GSoC'20 with KDE [4]

About the Project

The project involves improving KDE Web Infrastructure. KDE has a lot of websites and some
of them like the main website could use an update.
The first part of the project involves porting kde.org to use Hugo- A go based static site
generator. kde.org is very old and thus contains a lot of pages. This project would involve
porting most of the pages to markdown so as to make the website faster and easier to develop.
The second part of the project involves updating Season of KDE website. The goal is to use
more modern tooling and add some new features. This project is a part of the transition of
KDE websites from LDAP to OAuth based authentication. OAuth is a much more modern
approach to authentication and would solve some headaches with the current authentication
system.
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